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Abstract. This paper extends a fundamental result about single-item inventory systems.
This approach allows more general performance measures, demand processes and order policies, and leads to easier analysis and implementation, than prior research. We obtain closed
form expressions for the Laplace transforms of the expressions of the performance measures,
and with the help of an eﬃcient inversion algorithm, the approximations of these cost and
service measures are almost up to machine precision.

1. Introduction
Consider a single item inventory model which allows for backorders. Let us start from the
basic ﬂow-conservation relation, often used in inventory theory, relating the netstock process
IN (physical stock - backorders), the inventory position process IP (netstock + items on
order), and the demand process D,
IN(t + L) = IP(t) − D(t, t + L),
where L > 0 denotes the leadtime. It was shown for certain demand processes and order
policies that the limiting variables exist, and
IN∞ = IP∞ − D∞ (L).

(1.1)

Here, the random variables IN∞ , IP∞ and D∞ (L) are distributed with the pointwise limiting distributions of the corresponding processes. Relation (1.1) in its own wouldn’t be a
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fundamental result, but the following two properties turn it into a strong statement:
(1.2)

IP(t) and D(t, t + L) are asymptotically independent,

(1.3)

IP∞ has the limiting distribution of the Markov chain IP(tn ),

tn , n ∈ IN ∪ {0} representing the arrival epochs of customers.
The statements (1.1) - (1.3) were ﬁrst proven back in 1979 by Sahin, for the case of a
compound renewal demand process under an (s, S) policy (cf. Sahin(1979)). Later, in 1986,
Zipkin extended Sahin’s result for the case of demand generated by a compound-counting process, with i.i.d. individual demands, independent of the demand epochs. The ordering policy
he considers is based only on the inventory position. Further he assumes that the distribution
of the stochastic counting process N(t), associated with the arrival process of the customers,
converges pointwise to a limiting distribution. See our main reference, Zipkin(1986), for
earlier work.
Our work proves that statements (1.1) - (1.3) are valid in case of more general demand processes or policies. Our extension of the already known results is easiest explained intuitively,
through the diﬀerence in the assumptions made by Zipkin(1986) and those in the present
paper. That is, instead of requiring that the pointwise limiting distribution for IP and N
would exist, we assume the following: the limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense of the joint
process (IP, N) exists. Since the Cesaro sense limiting distribution is a long run average, it is
clearly less restrictive than the pointwise limit assumption. Furthermore, since we also prove
asymptotical independence of the processes IP and D, or equivalently, IP and N, in order to
be able to ’take apart’ the joint limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense of IP and N, we will
consider the following cases: (i) the limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense of N(t) AND
the pointwise limiting distribution of IP(t) exist, or (ii) the pointwise limiting distribution
of N(t) AND the limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense of IP(t) exists. Under case (i) we
can list models such as demand modeled by a nonhomogeneous compound Poisson process,
i.e., the pointwise limit for the corresponding counting process N does not exist, while the
Cesaro limit does. Under assumption (ii) models such as an (s, S) policy with unit demand
can be analyzed: the pointwise limit of the IP process does not exist while the limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense does. The importance of this result (asymptotical independence)
is further illustrated by the example of a two level distribution system.
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Section 4 brings the other main result of this paper: the cost structure associated with
this general model is also innovative, in the sense that it provides a uniﬁed treatment of
average costs and service measures, by exploiting the asymptotical independence result of
the previous section. We obtain the most important performance measures (that is, average
costs and service measures) by observing the behaviour of the net inventory process. The
end result is a general cost expression which yields any desired cost or service measure by
solely substituting the proper cost-rate function. Furthermore, the convolution structure of
these performance measure expressions, enables us to obtain a closed form expression for
their Laplace transformations, without a signiﬁcant eﬀort. We then make use of a recently
developed Laplace transform inversion technique (Den Iseger(2000)), which facilitates us to
invert these Laplace transforms in any point. The obtained results are exact almost up to
machine precision.
All the results of the present paper hold true in the case of stochastic leadtimes, provided
that orders do not cross in time, as it is explained in detail in Section 5.1. Moreover, Section 5.2
deduces a surprising relationship between ﬁxed-leadtime-models with time- nonhomogeneous
compound Poisson demand, and stochastic-leadtime-models with a compound point process
demand of Zipkin(1986). Section 6 provides numerical examples.

2. Notation and main tools
This section presents the three most important tools for this paper. Let us begin with the
stochastic processes describing the inventory systems of our interest, that is single item inventory systems with backlogging. The demand process D, is a general, stochastic compound
point process, where D(t) represents the aggregate demand up to time t
N(t)

(2.1)

D(t) :=



Yn .

n=1

The individual demands Yn , n ∈ IN are independent and identically distributed random
variables, and independent of the arrival process of customers, N. Customers’ interarrival
times are described by the process Xn , n ∈ IN , are not necessarily independent or identically
distributed! The arrival times of the customers are thus given by tn := X1 + . . . + Xn , n ∈ IN
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and the related stochastic counting process {N(t) : t ≥ 0} is given by
N(t) :=

∞


1{tn ≤t} .

n=1

The netstock or net inventory process IN := {IN(t) : t ≥ 0}, is deﬁned as the stock on hand
minus the backordered amount at time t, and the inventory position process IP := {IP(t) :
t ≥ 0}, is the net stock plus outstanding orders at time t. The control rule associated with
the system is such that it only depends on the inventory position. An extension of this model,
where the control rule is not based on the inventory position, can be found in Bázsa and Den
Iseger(2001). In our analysis L can be ﬁxed or stochastic and we refer to it as the leadtime.
We also need to make the common ’no order crossing’ assumption: all and only those orders
placed by time t will arrive by time t + L. This assumption is essential for the validity of the
so called ﬂow conservation law expression, which is a key tool for this paper. If the stochastic
demand process D is càdlàg (that is right continuous with left limits) then
(2.2)

φL IN(t) = IP(t) − φt D(0, L], IP - almost surely

for every t ≥ 0 where φs , s ≥ 0 is a shift operator such that φs (X)(t) := X(t + s) for every
t ≥ 0 and X a stochastic process. For the same general stochastic process X the notation
X(a, b] means X(b) − X(a).
One of the main goals of this paper is to show that statements (1.1) - (1.3) and their application to performance measures hold under more general circumstances than in Zipkin(1986).
That is, for the stochastic counting process N(t) or the inventory position process IP, instead
of the existence of a pointwise limiting distribution we only assume the existence of the time or
event stationary distributions. These distributions are deﬁned as follows (see Sigman(1995)).
Deﬁnition 2.1. Consider a compound point process X = {X(t) : t ≥ 0} and the sequence
of events {sn , n ∈ IN } related to X. The distribution

1 t
c
(2.3)
F∞
(x) = lim
FX(s) (x)ds
t↑∞ t 0
is called the time stationary distribution for X (see Sigman(1995)). The distribution given
by
1
= lim
FX(sk ) (x)
n↑∞ n
n

(2.4)

e
(x)
F∞

k=1
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is deﬁned as the event stationary distribution for X (see Sigman(1995)).
Since the the time and event stationary distributions are deﬁned by Cesaro limits (time
and resp. event averages!), their existence is a much less restrictive condition than that of a
pointwise limiting distribution. This is the reason for referring to these distributions suggestively, under a common noun, as limiting distributions in Cesaro sense. A good example for
the generality of these distributions is the time-nonhomogeneous compound Poisson process:
its pointwise limit in distribution does not exist, while both the time and event stationary
distributions exist.
The technical tool we use for the computation of the cost expressions is the LaplaceStieltjes transform and its inversion.1 The otherwise cumbersome convolution structure of
the cost expressions becomes easily tractable through Laplace transformations. These expressions, involving Laplace transforms, can then be inverted with an eﬃcient algorithm (see
Den Iseger(2000)) and we obtain piece-wise polynomial approximations in fractions of time.
The calculations are numerically stable, while the approximation is precise almost up to
machine precision.

3. The inventory position process
The deﬁnitions of this general control system imply for the inventory position process in
the epochs of customers’ arrival that IP(tn ) only depends on the previous state IP(tn−1 ), the
individual demand of the nth customer Yn , and the magnitude of the replenishment order
Zn , if there was any order placed at tn . Since the individual demands Yn are independent
and identically distributed, and Zn only depends on IP(tn−1 ) and Yn , {IP(tn ) : n ∈ IN } is
a Markov chain. If the chain {IP(tn ) : n ∈ IN ∪ {0}} has a unique limiting distribution (see
Ross(1970)), then it is given by
(3.1)

π := lim IP {IP(tn ) ≤ x} = IP {IP∞ ≤ x},
n↑∞

where IP∞ is a random variable distributed with the limiting distribution of the Markov chain
{IP(tn ), n ∈ IN }. Otherwise, if only the limiting distribution in the Cesaro sense exists, that
1

All the arguments and results remain valid in case of Fourier transforms.
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is, the event stationary distribution for IPn , then it is denoted by
1
IP {IP(tk ) ≤ x} = IP {IPc∞ ≤ x}.
n↑∞ n
n

(3.2)

π c := lim

k=1

The step function structure of the sample paths of the inventory position implies that
IP(t) = IP(tN(t) ), for all t ≥ 0.

(3.3)

In order to prove that IP(t) is asymptotically independent of N(t), thus also independent of
D(t), we need the deﬁnition of asymptotical independence understood in the Cesaro sense,
that is:
Deﬁnition 3.1. If X and Y are two stochastic processes such that X has a pointwise limiting
distribution and the time- stationary distribution for Y exists, then they are asymptotically
independent if and only if

1 T
c
IP {X(t) ≤ x, Y(t) ≤ y}dt = IP {X∞ ≤ x}IP {Y∞
≤ y},
(3.4)
lim
T ↑∞ T 0
where X∞ is a random variable distributed with the pointwise limiting distribution of X, and
c is a random variable distributed with the time- stationary distribution of Y.
Y∞

Observe that this deﬁnition can be easily adjusted in case of discrete stochastic processes
and an event- stationary distribution. The asymptotical independence is justiﬁed by the
following theorem, for any inventory system where the control rule solely depends on the
inventory position:
Theorem 3.2. Assuming that the Markov chain {IP(tn ) : n ∈ IN } is ergodic, and the timestationary distribution for the stochastic counting process N exists, while N(t) −→ ∞ a.s.
as t −→ ∞, the inventory position process IP(t) and the leadtime demand D(t, t + L] are
asymptotically independent. Moreover,
(3.5)

lim IP {IP(t) ≤ x} = IP {IP∞ ≤ x} = π,

t↑∞

for all x ∈ IR, where IP∞ and π were deﬁned by relation (3.1). Conversely, if the eventstationary distribution π c for {IPn } exists (deﬁned by relation (3.2)), together with a pointwise
limiting distribution of N, with N(t) −→ ∞ a.s. as t −→ ∞, the inventory position process
IP(t) and the leadtime demand D(t, t + L] are asymptotically independent.
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For the proof see the Appendix.
Remark 3.3. In the discrete case the conclusions of the theorem remain valid, obviously
assuming that the event- stationary distribution for the stochastic counting process N exists.
We will now give examples which are related to two of the most well-known policies in the
literature.
3.1. The (s, S) policy. This control policy only depends on the inventory position process.
Hence, as derived at the beginning of section 3 the inventory position in the moments of
customer arrivals {IP(tn ), n ∈ IN } is a Markov chain which possesses a unique limiting
distribution. This distribution, though in a diﬀerent way, was also derived by Sahin (see
Sahin(1990)). For notational convenience, deﬁne the sequence of random variables {Vn : n ∈
IN } as the diﬀerence between the order-up-to level S and the inventory position at moment
tn , n ∈ IN :
Vn := S − IP(tn ), n ∈ IN.

(3.6)

Since {IP(tn ) : n ∈ IN } is a Markov chain, obviously {Vn : n ∈ IN } is also a Markov chain
equipped with a unique limiting distribution. By the deﬁnition of the policy it immediately
follows that
(3.7)

Vn+1 = (Vn + Yn+1 ) 1{Vn +Yn+1 ≤S−s} , n ∈ IN.

We aim to show now that the unique limiting distribution of the Markov chain {Vn : n ∈ IN }
is of the form
(3.8)

lim IP {Vn ≤ x} = IP {V∞ ≤ x} =

n↑∞

U0 (x)
,
U0 (S − s)

where U0 denotes the renewal function related to the renewal sequence {Y0 , Y0 + Y1 , . . .}
given by
U0 (x) :=

∞


FYk (x).

k=0

Relation (3.8) is exploited in Bázsa and Den Iseger (2001a) for the purpose of a very eﬃcient
optimization algorithm. Relation (3.7) implies straightforwardly that for every 0 ≤ x ≤ S − s
(3.9)

FV (x) = C + (FV  FY )(x),
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where C := 1 − (FV  FY )(S − s) is a normalization constant. Since relation (3.9) is a renewal
type equation, it follows (see Ross(1970)) that its uniquely determined solution is given by
FV (x) = CU0 (x).

(3.10)

The constant C can be easily determined by the condition FV (S − s) = 1, therefore we obtain
that the unique invariant distribution of the Markov chain Vn is given by relation (3.8). As
a standard result from renewal theory (see Ross(1970)), if x is big enough, that is, S − s
is large, then the renewal function U (x)/x −→ 1/IEX1 . This implies that (3.8) converges
to x/(S − s), that is, the limiting distribution converges to a uniform distribution, and it s
independent of the demand process!
In the next subsection it is proved that the limiting distribution of the Markovian inventory
position process related to an (s, Q) model is given by the uniform distribution. This result
suggests that for large Q and S − s these models are very similar.

3.2. The (s, nQ) policy. Hadley and Whitin(1963) proved that in case of an (s, nQ) policy
the transition matrix of the Markov chain {IP(tn ) : n ∈ IN } is double stochastic, hence it
follows straightforwardly that its limiting distribution is given by the uniform distribution on
(s, s + Q], that is
lim IP(tn ) = s + QU, n ∈ IN,

(3.11)

n↑∞

with U a uniformly distributed random variable on (0, 1]. Together with the average holding
and ordering cost expressions this result was also found by Chen and Zheng(1992), for a
compound Poisson demand process. It is possible though to generalize this case even further.
Assume that the inventory position IPn has the steady state distribution s + QUn , with Un
uniformly distributed as before, and assume that the individual demand Yi are not identically
d

distributed anymore, perhaps not even independent. It follows now that IPn+1 = [QUn +
d

d

Yn+1 ]modQ = QUn+1 , and IPn+2 = QUn+2 , hence the distribution of the inventory position
process remains uniformly distributed on (s, s + Q]. Furthermore, IPn is independent of
{Yk : k = 1, . . . , n}.
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4. Performance measures
4.1. The cost structure. Now we consider a general approach to performance measures. In
general, the cost of an inventory control system (most commonly: long run average cost) is
associated with the net inventory process. It is well-known that the sample paths of the net
inventory process is a step function, with two types of jumps: (downwards) jumps occurring
due to the arrival of customers, called type I jumps, and (upwards) jumps caused by the
arrival of a replenishment order, called type II jumps. We associate three kinds of costs
with the netstock process. The ﬁrst type of cost is incurred between events, that is, between
jumps. The second and third kinds of costs are associated with the type I and type II jumps,
respectively, as follows:

ﬁrst: When IN(t) = IN(Jn ) = x a.s. for Jn ≤ t < Jn+1 , where x ∈ IR is a constant and
Jn , n ∈ IN are the points of time when a jump occurs, then it is natural and trivial
to introduce a cost-rate function f (x) related to this event. This cost will give us a
very important characteristic, the average holding cost (and penalty cost), therefore
we refer to this type of cost in the remainder of the paper as the average holding cost.
second: Similarly, we introduce a cost-rate function g1 related to the type I jumps of
the sample paths of the netstock process, that is, the cost of the jump in time point
tn is given by g1 (IN(t−
n ), Yn ). This type of ”cost” usually provides us with service
measures, since it is related to the arrival of customers. Therefore we refer to the
cost of the type I jumps as service measures. Observe, that by altering the cost-rate
function g1 , we obtain any speciﬁc service measure one needs. Later we also show
that this cost-rate function is most of the time given by a simple algebraic expression.
third: Introduce also a function G2 , related to the type II jumps, that is, the cost of the
control policy: for a replenishment order placed at time point tn it is given by G2 (Zn ).
By the deﬁnition of Zn , Zn = h(IP(t−
n ) − Yn ), where h is a function dependent on the
control rule, the cost of the control rule is given by g2 (IP(t−
n ) − Yn ), with g2 = G2 ◦ h.

Before starting with the actual computation of these costs we discuss some properties related
to the expected long run average cost associated with a stochastic process. The average cost
associated with a positive function l (or if l is a function with bounded variation) and a
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stochastic process X is given by
(4.1)

lim IE

t↑∞

  t

1
l(X(s))ds .
t 0

Assume now that the time-stationary distribution for the stochastic process X exists, and Xc∞
denotes a random variable distributed with this time- stationary distribution of the process
X. Using Fubini’s theorem in the previous relation yields that

1 t
l(X(s))ds = l(Xc∞ ) a.s.
lim
t↑∞ t 0
Having obtained almost surly convergence, the next step in order to obtain L1 convergence is
use Theorem 13.7 of Williams (1991), and Scheﬀé’s Lemma (Williams (1991)) establishing a
suﬃcient and necessary condition for L1 convergence:
 

t
limt↑∞ IE 1t 0 l(X(s))ds = IE(l(Xc∞ ))
(4.2)

 
1 t
t

0

if and only if
l(X(s))ds : t ≥> 0

is uniformly integrable.

One can also deﬁne costs as event-averages, in the following way. The costs related to the
jumps (type I or type II) are associated with events, hence we deﬁne an event-average cost in
the following manner. The event-average cost related to the series of events {sn : n ∈ IN ∪{0}}
associated with a stochastic process X and a positive cost-rate function l is given by


n

1
l(X(sj )) .
(4.3)
lim IE 
n↑∞
n
j=1

Similarly as relation (4.2) for the continuous case, we obtain that
 

limn↑∞ IE n1 nj=1 l(X(sj )) = IE (l(Xe∞ ))
(4.4)

 
n
1
n

j=1 l(X(sj ))

if and only if
: n ∈ IN

is uniformly integrable,

e deﬁned
where Xe∞ is a random variable distributed with the event stationary distribution F∞

by (2.4). Let us summarize relations (4.1) - (4.4) in the following theorem.
c resp. F e , for
Theorem 4.1. Assuming that the time and event stationary distributions, F∞
∞

the stochastic process X exist, then
  t

1
l(X(s)) ds = IE (l(Xc∞ )) ,
(4.5)
lim IE
t↑∞
t 0
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is uniformly integrable; and




n

1
lim IE 
l(X(sj )) = IE (l(Xe∞ )) ,
n↑∞
n

(4.6)

j=1

if and only if



(1/n) nj=1 l(X(sj )) : n ∈ IN

is uniformly integrable. Expressions (4.5) and

(4.6) are the time-, respectively event-average costs related to the process X and the
cost-rate function l. Moreover, if N(t)/t −→ λ a.s. as t −→ ∞ then


N(t)

1
(4.7)
lim IE 
l(X(sj )) = λIE (l(Xe∞ )) ,
t↑∞
t
j=1


N(t)
and (1/t) j=1 l(X(sj )) : t > 0

uniformly integrable.

Obviously, if the pointwise limiting distribution of the stochastic process X exists then it
coincides with the distributions deﬁned by relations (2.3) and (2.4). The right hand side of
relation (4.7) is the time-average version of the cost deﬁned on a set of events.
Assumption 4.2. For the case of the inventory systems considered, we assume for the rest

t
of the paper that (1/t) 0 l(φL IN(s))ds : t > 0 is uniformly integrable and / or


(1/n) nj=1 l(φL IN(sj )) : n ∈ IN is uniformly integrable.
4.2. Average holding cost. Since in this case we are interested in long run time-average
costs we aim to compute the expression

1 t
IEf (φL IN(s))ds.
(4.8)
lim
t↑∞ t 0
Relation (2.2) gives us a powerful tool to compute the average cost. By the deﬁnition of the
demand process (2.1) the average cost equals


 t
φs N(0,L]

1
IEf IP(s) −
Yk  ds.
(4.9)
lim
t↑∞ t 0
k=1

Proposition 4.3. The average holding cost deﬁned by relation (4.9) equals


IEIP∞ (f ∗ FD∞ (0,L] ) (IP∞ ) ,

(4.10)
where D∞ (0, L] :=

Nc∞ (0,L]
k=1

Yk .
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Proof. As deduced in Theorem 3.2, IP(t) and D(t, t + L] are asymptotically independent.
Since IP∞ , Nc∞ (0, L] and Yk are pair by pair independent, the statement of the proposition


follows immediately.
Observe that the expression for the demand process can be written in the form
Nc∞ (0,L]

IP {



Yk ≤ x} =

k=1

∞


IP {Nc∞ (0, L] = k}FYk∗ (x),

k=0

and taking the Laplace- Stieltjes transform of this we obtain
LSFD∞ (α) =

∞


IP {Nc∞ (0, L] = k}LSFkY (α) = PNc∞ (0,L] (LSFY (α)),

k=0

where PNc∞ (0,L] (·) denotes the z-transform of Nc∞ (0, L]. In conclusion, if we can determine
PNc∞ (0,L] then with the previously mentioned Laplace transform inversion algorithm we obtain
a piece-wise polynomial approximation for f ∗ FD∞ (0,L] , say Pf ∗FD∞ (0,L] . We are now able to
approximate equation (4.10) by


IEIP∞ Pf ∗FD∞ (0,L] (IP∞ ) ,

(4.11)

obtaining a result which is almost up to machine precision.
4.3. Service measures. The long run event-average cost, as given by relation (4.3), of the
(type I) jumps associated with the cost-rate function g1 is of the form
n

1 
IE g1 (IN(t−
),
Y
)
.
j
j
n↑∞ n

(4.12)

lim

j=1

Furthermore, by the deﬁnition of the demand process it is obvious that IN(t−
n ) and Yn are
independent for any n ∈ IN ∪ {0}, and Yn , n ∈ IN ∪ {0} are identically distributed. Using
now relation (2.2) the above average cost expression equals


φtj N(−L,0]
n


1
IEg1 IP(t−
Yk , Y∞  ,
lim
j − L) −
n↑∞ n
j=1

k=1

where the notation Y∞ stands for a random variable distributed as Y1 . As deduced in section
3, IP(t) has a pointwise limit in distribution, and by the assumptions the event stationary
distribution for φt N(0, L] exists. We obtain thus by relation (4.4) the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4. The event-average cost of the type I jumps equals
Ne∞ (0,L]

(4.13)



SMevent := IEg1 (IP∞ −



Yk , Y∞ ) = IEIP,Y∞ g1 (·, Y∞ )  FDe (0,L] (IP∞ ) ,

k=1

where Ne∞ (0, L] is a random variable distributed with the event stationary distribution for N,
given by
1
IP {φtj N(−L, 0] = k}.
n↑∞ n
n

(4.14)

lim

j=1

Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.3.



Observe that by Theorem 4.1 the event-average cost (4.13) is easily convertible to a timeaverage cost expression. That is, if
N(t)
= λ a.s.,
t↑∞
t
lim

then the long run time-average cost of the jumps, SMtime , is given as in relation (4.7) by
(4.15)

SMtime = λ · SMevent .

An intuitive example for the cost of the type I jumps would be the expected number
of items short up to time t, which is one of the most frequently used service measures in
the literature. In this case the function g1 related to the jumps is given by
(4.16)

g1 (X, Y ) := (Y − X)+ − (−X)+ ,

where X is the level from where the jump occurs and Y is the size of the jump. Obviously,
X := IN(t−
k ) and Y := Yk . Figure 1. provides some intuition for the deﬁnition of the
function g1 in this case.

4.4. The cost of the control rule. As we discussed at the beginning of section 4, the type
II jumps are related to the inventory position process. These jumps in the sample paths of
the inventory position process occur due to placement of replenishment orders. This implies
a suggestive name for this type of cost: the cost of the control rule. Thus, as in section 4.3
we can derive the following proposition.
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Figure 1. The g1 cost-rate function, related to the type I jumps
Proposition 4.5. The time-average cost of the type II jumps equals
(4.17)

λIEg2 (IP∞ − Y∞ ).

The most obvious example for the cost of the control rule is the setup cost. In this case
the cost-rate function is given by
g2 (A) = K1{A≤s} ,
where K and s are given parameters.

5. Stochastic leadtimes, nonhomogeneous demand, and limiting distributions
in the Cesaro sense
5.1. Stochastic from nonhomogeneous with stationary versions? Let us assume for
the moment that the leadtime is ﬁxed L > 0, and the arrival rate of the demand process is
nonhomogeneous, but known, given by the function λ : IR+ −→ IR+ . As it was described
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earlier, we are interested in the limiting distribution of the leadtime demand, that is,
1
t↑∞ t



t

lim

0

IP {D(s, s + L] ≤ x}ds,

which can be interpreted as φUt IP {D(s, s + L] ≤ x}, with U a uniformly distributed random
variable on [0, t]. This, according to relation (4.5) is in fact the time stationary version of
the leadtime demand, which can be further written as IP {D(UT, UT + L] ≤ x}, T > 0. The
Laplace transform of the latter is given by

exp −L



1
L





UT

UT −L


λ(v)dv (1 − LSFY (α)) .

Hence we deﬁne a new demand rate
 := 1
λ
L



UT

λ(v)dv,
UT −L

the stationary version of the nonhomogeneous demand rate. Clearly, the new rate is now
homogeneous but stochastic!
The message is the following. In the expression of the Laplace transform of the leadtime
 UT
demand exp(−Λ(U)(1 − LSFY (α))), with Λ(U) = UT −L(UT ) λ(v)dv, it is only Λ(U) which
is changing or uncertain. This yields that is the distribution of Λ(U) stays the same, the
distribution of L and λ (or the functions L(u) and λ(u)) can change, leading to the same
stationary version of the leadtime demand, thus to the same average cost. Suppose for
instance that the rate of the leadtime demand process is nonhomogeneous, with Λ(U) =
 UT
UT −L0 λ(v)dv, and ﬁxed leadtime L0 . By keeping the distribution of Λ(U) ﬁxed, we can
always transform the model into an equivalent stochastic leadtime and constant demand
 UT
demand rate (say, λ0 ) model. In order to achieve this, set L(UT ) = (1/λ0 ) UT −L0 λ(v)dv,
yielding Λ(U) = λ0 L(UT ), that is, stochastic leadtime, constant demand rate. The next
subsection expresses the same idea with a more intuitive construction.
There is one more interesting observation to make. The limiting distribution in the Cesaro
t
sense of the leadtime demand, limt↑∞ (1/t) 0 IP {D(u, u + L] ≤ x}du is almost surly equal to
t
limt↑∞ (1/t) 0 1{D(u,u+L]≤x} du, which is just the mathematical justiﬁcation of the approximations so often used in practice. In conclusion, this means that one doesn’t need to know
the distribution of the whole demand process, not even that of the leadtime demand, only
the fraction of time that D(L) ≤ x.
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5.2. Stochastic leadtimes vs. nonhomogeneous demand processes. Although the title of this subsection might be surprising, there is indeed an interesting relation between
inventory models with stochastic leadtimes and a compound renewal demand process and inventory models with ﬁxed leadtimes and a time-nonhomogeneous compound Poisson demand
process. Consider thus a model with ﬁxed leadtime L > 0, and time-nonhomogeneous compound Poisson demand with rate Λ(t). The idea is now to perform a time transformation2
s := Λ−1 (t). Intuitively, imagine that the original time axis would consist of a nonhomogeneous rubber material, which we can stretch out until the arrival moments will get into
balance, such that they will correspond to a now homogeneous Poisson arrival with rate 1 on
this ’new’ transformed (stretched) axis. Indeed, Λ(s) = Λ(Λ−1 (t)) = t. While the behaviour
of the demand process is cured in this way, the distances such as the leadtime L are not the
same as in the time before transformation: they became ’nonhomogeneous’, that is, stochastic! This construction of stochastic leadtimes has a very nice property: orders do not cross in
time. In this way thus we arrived to the stochastic leadtimes model described in Zipkin(1986).
The long run expected average cost of the initial system with the nonhomogeneous arrivals is
  t

1
f (IP(u) − D(u, u + L])du .
lim IE
t↑∞
t 0
Using the change of variables u := Λ−1 (z) (the transformed time system, where the arrivals
are homogeneous), and the previous relation transforms into


 Λ(t)
Λ(t) 1
f (IP(Λ−1 (z)) − D(Λ−1 (z), Λ−1 (z) + L])dΛ−1 (z) .
lim IE
t↑∞
t Λ(t) 0
Assuming that Λ(t)/t converges a.s. as t goes to inﬁnity to λ > 0, it follows that the average
cost expression becomes



1 s
1
−1
dz .
f (IP(Λ (z)) − D̃(z, z + L])
λ lim
s↑∞ s 0
λ(Λ−1 (z))
This relation, practically speaking, is the same kind of transformation as the one given in
relation (4.15) between time and event averages. Besides, this relation can be interpreted as
the long run average cost expression in homogeneous time, having stochastic leadtimes with
probability density 1/λ(Λ−1 (z)), less a normalization factor.
2J.B.G. Frenk, Erasmus University, Private communication
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The lead time L is now determined from the relation Λ−1 (u) + L = Λ−1 (u + L(u)) (Λ
can also be considered stochastic) , that is, L(u) = Λ(Λ−1 (u) + L) − u. With this speciﬁc L
we can determine the ergodic stochastic process U(t), which drives the leadtime mechanism
of Zipkin(1986), obtaining thus an equivalence between the two models. Denoting with u
the moment a replenishment order was placed, its arrival time v is obtained in Zipkin(1986),
as v = min{t : t − U(t) ≥ u} (having t − U(t) nondecreasing). For our model this means
v − u = Λ(Λ−1 (u) + L) − u, yielding v = Λ(Λ−1 (u) + L). Substituting this speciﬁc v into the
expression v − U(v) = u, and letting t := Λ(Λ−1 (u) + L), yields U(t) = t − Λ(Λ−1 (t) + L).
Having Λ(Λ−1 (t) + L) increasing in t, U satisﬁes all the conditions of Zipkin(1986).
To conclude this section, there is an interesting observation to make.
Observation 5.1. Using stationary policies in combination with a time-nonhomogeneous
demand process and ﬁxed leadtimes can be as motivated as using stationary policies in combination with stationary demand but stochastic leadtimes. On the other hand, the demand
rate can be viewed as stochastic (see the previous subsection), thus not knowing the demand
rate in advance, it is natural to use a stationary policy.

6. Numerical examples
6.1. Time-nonhomogeneous compound Poisson demand.
6.1.1. Average holding cost. In case of non-homogeneous compound Poisson demand
with arrival rate given by Λ(t), t ≥ 0, we obtain that the z-transform of the time stationary
distribution for the stochastic counting process is given by


 s

1 t
exp −(1 − z)
λ(z)dz ds.
(6.1)
PNc∞ (0,L] (z) = lim
t↑∞ t 0
s−L
Therefore the average cost can again easily be computed as it was described earlier. In Figure
2. we plotted the values of the average cost of an (s, S) policy with variable s and S −s values
in case when demand is given by a non-homogeneous compound Poisson process. The demand
rate function varies every (unit) interval, such that if t ∈ [2k, 2k + 1) then Λ(t) = λ1 and if
t ∈ [2k +1, 2k +2) then Λ(t) = λ2 . The individual demands follow a Gamma distribution with
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shape parameter 2.5 and scale parameter 2.5 (see Tijms(1994)). Furthermore we considered
a piecewise linear cost-rate function given by



−px
if x < 0


(6.2)
f (x) =
if 0 ≤ x ≤ q
h1 x



 h1 q + h2 (x − q) if x ≥ q
where q denotes a critical level of inventory, from which the inventory holding cost increases
to h2 per unit (h2 > h1 > 0). In the costs we also included a ﬁxed ordering cost K > 0
(see section 4.4) for every placement of a replenishment order. The expression (6.1) is easy
to calculate, because one only needs the fraction of time that the demand has a certain rate,
obtaining 1/2 exp(−(1 − z)λ1 L) + 1/2 exp(−(1 − z)λ2 L).
6.1.2. Service measures. In case of non-homogeneous compound Poisson demand with rate
Λ(t) we obtain that the z-transform of Ne∞ (0, L] is given by


 tj
n
1 
PNe∞ (0,L] (z) = lim IE
exp −(1 − z)
Λ(z)dz .
n↑∞ n
tj −L
j=1

Costfunction of the (s,S) model
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Figure 2. Average holding cost in case of an (s, S) policy with nonhomogeneous compound Poisson demand; parameters are K = 20, L =
1, λ1 = 25/2, λ2 = 45/2, q = 50, p = 3, h1 = 1, h2 = 3 )
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Conditioning on tj we obtain that the above equals



 s
Λ(s)
1 t
(6.3)
PNe∞ (0,L] (z) = lim
ds,
exp −(1 − z)
Λ(z)dz
t↑∞ t 0
λ
s−L
where the normalization factor λ is given by
1
λ = lim
t↑∞ t



t

Λ(s)ds,
0

which is actually the rate limt↑∞ (IE(N(t)/t). This implies that relation (6.3) is in fact the
time stationary transformation of the event stationary version; the transformation formula
was given by relation (4.15). Both of the cases can be computed with the help of the Laplace
transform inversion algorithm (see Den Iseger(2000)).
6.2. Compound renewal demand.
6.2.1. Average holding cost. In case of compound renewal demand, we obtain for the stochastic counting process that
(6.4)

d

lim φt N(0, L] = lim (N(t + L) − N(t)) = N0 (L − A),

t↑∞

t↑∞

where A is a random variable distributed with the limiting distribution of the residual life
process (see Tijms(1994)) and N0 denotes the arrival process with a renewal in time point 0.
Let us use the notation
Ψk (t) := IP {N0 (t) = k},
then the probability distribution of (6.4) equals (Ψk  FA )(L). Straightforwardly
(k−1)∗

Ψk = FX

− FXk∗ , k ≥ 1 and Ψ0 (t) = 1{t≥0}

and the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of FA is given by
LSFA (β) =

1 − LSFX (β)
.
βIEX1

It follows that the two dimensional Laplace-Stieltjes transform of D(0, L] is given by
(1 − LSFX (β))
(1 − LSFX (β))2 LSFY (α)
+
.
βIEX(1 − LSFY (α)LSFX (β))
βIEX
Thus β is the argument of the Laplace -Stieltjes transform taken with respect to the leadtime
L, while α is the argument of the Laplace -Stieltjes transform taken with respect to the
individual demand Y. With this construction we are able to calculate the long run average
cost with the help of the two dimensional inversion algorithm (see Den Iseger(2000)).
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Average number of items short for the (s,nQ) model

ß2 service measure
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Figure 3. Average number β2 of items short in case of an (s, Q) policy (L = 0.5)
6.2.2. Service measures. In case of compound renewal demand by a reversed time argument
we obtain that
−
lim IP {N(t−
j ) − N(tj − L) = k} = IP {N(L) = k},

(6.5)

j↑∞
d

that is Ne∞ (0, L] = N(L). Hence relation (4.12) equals
N(L)

(6.6)

IEg1 (IP∞ −



Yk , Y∞ ).

k=1

A special case of a general compound renewal demand process with Gamma distributed
arrival process (shape=5/2,scale= 1/14) and i.i.d. Gamma distributed individual demands
with shape resp. scale parameters α = β = 2.5 are considered in case of an (s, Q) control
rule. The expected (time-) average number of items short, given by relation (6.6) with g1
given by (4.16), is plotted in Figure 3., with respect to the decision variables s and Q.
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7. Conclusions
The present paper extends results which are already known in the literature to a more
general demand class. The generalization consists in requiring limiting distribution in Cesaro
sense, thus long run averages, instead of pointwise limiting distributions. Under this assumption the model also allows nonstationary demand processes, stochastic leadtimes, all treated
in a uniﬁed way. We also ﬁnd an interesting equivalence for the stochastic leadtime model
described in Zipkin(1986). The paper also emphasizes the importance of the asymptotical independence of the inventory position process and the leadtime demand, which in our opinion
was never exploited eﬃciently in the literature. This is also illustrated through an important
model in inventory theory. Exploiting further the asymptotical independence property, the
cost structures considered are also innovative, it allows the straightforward derivation of any
performance measure.

Appendix A. The proof of Theorem 3.2
Theorem Assuming that the time- stationary distribution for the stochastic counting
process N exists and N(t) −→ ∞ a.s. as t −→ ∞, the inventory position process IP(t) and
the leadtime demand D(t, t + L] are asymptotically independent. Moreover,
lim IP {IP(t) ≤ x} = IP {IP∞ ≤ x},

t↑∞

for all x ∈ IR and IP∞ is deﬁned by relation (3.1).
Proof. Let us introduce the notations
Pn (t) := IP {φt N(0, L] = n},
n ∈ IN , for the time- stationary distribution of φt N(0, L]
Pn (∞) := IP {Nc∞ (0, L] = n},
and the joint event
An,n0 (t) := (φt N(0, L] = n, N(t) ≥ n0 ).
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Proving the identity
(A.1)

1
T ↑∞ T



lim

0

T

IP {IP(t) ≤ x, φt N(0, L] = n}dt = πPn (∞)

is adequate to conclude all the statements of the theorem. The fact that IP has a pointwise
limiting distribution means that for all ε > 0, there exists an n0 ∈ IN , such that for all n ≥ n0
| IP {IP(tn ) ≤ x} − π(x)| < ε,

(A.2)

for all x ∈ IR. Let us now start with the expression under the limit in (A.1), that is,
IP {IP(t) ≤ x, φt N(0, L] = n}
equals the sum of probabilities
IP {IP(t) ≤ x, φt N(0, L] = n, N(t) < n0 } + IP {IP(t) ≤ x, φt N(0, L] = n, N(t) ≥ n0 }.
Knowing that N(t) −→ ∞ a.s. as t −→ ∞ yields
IP {IP(t) ≤ x, φt N(0, L] = n, N(t) < n0 } ≤ IP {N(t) < n0 } −→ 0 as t −→ ∞.
Relation (3.3) states that IP(t) = IP(tN(t) ) for all t ≥ 0. Suppose that IP {φt N(0, L] = n} > 0
(otherwise the result is trivially 0), hence
IP {IP(t) ≤ x, An,n0 (t)}
equals
IP {IP(tN(t) ) ≤ x | An,n0 (t)}IP {An,n0 (t)}.
Since in the above expression N(t) ≥ n0 , we know by (A.2) that
| IP {IP(tN(t) )} − π(x)| < ε,
independent of N(t) and φt N(0, L]. These arguments imply that
| IP {IP(tN(t) ) ≤ x | An,n0 (t)} − π(x)| < ε.

(A.3)

The assumption that N(t) −→ ∞ a.s. as t −→ ∞ also implies that

1 T
IP {An,n0 (t)}dt = Pn (∞).
(A.4)
lim
T ↑∞ T 0
Finally we obtain that
| IP {IP(tN(t) ) ≤ x | An,n0 (t)}IP {An,n0 (t)} − π(x)Pn (∞)|
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is less or equal than
| IP {IP(tN(t) ) ≤ x | An,n0 (t)} − π(x)| · IP {An,n0 (t)} + (IP {An,n0 (t)} − Pn (∞)) | π(x)|.
Taking the Cesaro limit with respect to t of the above expression, and using intermediate
the results (A.3) and (A.4), yields that the expression is bounded by ε. This completes the


proof.
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